
graphie, physical, and chemical properties of minerals and special study of 
about forty of the more prominent rock-forming minerals and minerals 
that are of economic importance in Ontario, followed by a study of rocks 
and the principles governing their formation and alteration. Books of 
reference : Dana, Minerals and How to Study Them; Kemp, Handbook of Rocks.

The earlier part of the Summer Session will be devoted to the study 
of Elementary Mineralogy. Students should purchase for this part of the 
work Dana, Minerals and How to Study Them. If time permits, before 
the opening of the classes, the students should read in this book pp. 1-120.

Following this work the study of rocks is taken up and for this the 
student should refer to Kemp, Handbook of Rocks, which will be supple
mented in lectures and laboratory work by Canadian examples. The 
text-books may be secured from the Students’ Book Department and 
students are recommended to order early as it may be necessary to import 
them.

Third Y ear
History

Eighteenth Century Europe, the French Revolution and the Age of 
Napoleon.

The British Constitution and its development.
French

Standards of the classical age and the main ideas of the eighteenth 
century, studied in French literature from Malherbe to the philosophes. 
Pellissier, Precis de l’histoire de la littérature française, pp. 139-364; French 
Prose of the XVIIth Century (ed. Warren); Corneille, Le Cid; Molière, 
Le Misanthrope; Racine, Andromague; La Fontaine, Fables; Voltaire's 
Prose (ed. Cohn and Woodward); Supplementary reading. Translation 
from English into French; translation at sight from modern French.

Geology and Mineralogy
See prescription for Second Year.

Fourth Year
Ethics

See prescription for Second Year.
Geology and Mineralogy

See prescription for Second Year.
(Other subjects may be arranged.)

SUMMER SESSION IN PEDAGOGY
(Degrees of B.Paed. and D.Paed.)

1. The candidate shall hold an approved degree in Arts, Science, 
Agriculture, Engineering, or Commerce.

2. A candidate for the B.Paed. degree who holds a Second Class, First 
Class, or High School Assistant’s certificate must attend for two Summer 
Sessions and write off two subjects. Similarly, a candidate for the D.Paed. 
degree must attend for three Summer Sessions, write off three subjects, 
and submit an approved thesis.
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